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Abstract
Research on VANETs (vehicular ad hoc networks) date back to the beginning of the
2000s. The possibility of enabling communication between vehicles through a wireless
network stimulated the creation of new protocols, devices, and diverse utilization
scenarios. Due to the intrinsic difficulties of using a real testbed to evaluate these
research contributions, several simulators were developed at the time. Recently, with
the advent of autonomous vehicles and the emergence of novel technologies (e.g., 5G
and edge computing), new research challenges on VANETs are coming into sight.
Therefore, revisiting VANET simulators is required to identify if they are still capable of
evaluating these new scenarios. This paper presents an updated review of VANET
simulators, showing their current state and capabilities to assess novel scenarios in
VANET research. Based on this analysis, we identify open research challenges that
should be addressed in current and future VANET simulators.
Keywords: Vehicular ad hoc network, Simulation, SDN, Edge computing, 5G, Security

Introduction
Intelligent vehicles are a developing technology with promising future. However, to guarantee such technology to be safe, vehicles need to be able to communicate with each
other and exchange information in real time. VANETs (vehicular ad hoc networks) were
created to fulfill this necessity. VANETs are a special class of MANET (mobile ad hoc network) with predefined routes [1]. It allows vehicles to share information such as location,
telemetry data, and safety warnings. VANET aims to ensure safe driving by improving
the traffic flow and therefore significantly reducing car accidents. This is possible by
providing appropriate information to the driver or to the vehicle.
Due to the easiness of embedding computers in vehicles, it is not far fetched to imagine
in the forthcoming years that most of the vehicles will be equipped with an on-board
wireless device (OBU), GPS (Global Positioning System), EDR (event data recorder), and
a multitude of sensors. However, it is important to notice that, since VANET aims on
ensuring the safety of its users on the road, any delayed communication or defective level
of implementation may affect people lives. Therefore, any feature provided by a VANET
protocol must be properly tested and validated.
Simulators present a valuable tool for testing VANETs at low cost and without risking
the users. However, simulators must be able to model the novel technologies penetrating
the VANET space (e.g., SDN, edge computing,and 5G) and provide support for safety and
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security mechanisms in order to be useful and convey credible results. In other words,
while simulators are a great tool for VANETs, they ought to improve to better support its
evolution. Surveys on VANET simulators date back to the early 2010s [2–5]. They present
an analysis over diverse VANET tools evaluating their accuracy as a mobility simulator,
network simulator, and how these building blocks mend together. The emergence of new
network technologies, such as 5G, SDN, and edge computing, and the reappearance of
VANET research due to the investments on autonomous vehicles urge a reassessment of
VANET simulators and their support for these new features.
In this paper, we provide an updated review on VANET simulators, presenting their
main features and current support for novel technologies. In addition, we also analyze
their footings for modeling important safety and security issues (and associated countermeasures) that have motivated extensive research in VANETs over the last years. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first study providing a detailed view on the aforementioned aspects in VANET simulators, and we hope it can motivate the community to
develop further tools that assist VANETs towards widespread adoption. To take the first
steps in that direction, we also list and discuss many research challenges we found during
our investigations, which range from performance issues to lack of support for current
standards. Overall, our main findings are as follows:
• Although many tools for simulating VANETs are available, most of them are
outdated and not maintained anymore.
• Among the currently maintained tools (open-source and commercial), Veins [6] is
currently the simulator with best support for modeling novel technologies and
safety/security issues in VANETs. For example, the simulator contains pre-built
extensions for modeling 5G networks, signal interference/attenuation, and privacy
solutions.
• Despite the recent advances, current VANET simulators still lack support for more
realistic models. For instance, none of them provide a full-stack implementation of
the main security standards for VANETs (e.g., IEEE 1609.2) or offer any mechanism
for systematically modeling faulty nodes (e.g., an unreliable RSU).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The “VANET overview” section
presents an overview of VANETs. The “Simulators” section describes the main building blocks of VANET simulators while the “VANET simulators” section shows an
in-depth study of current tools. The “Support for novel technologies” section analyzes
the support of selected simulators to novel technologies while the “Safety, security, and
privacy functionalities” section does a similar analysis for safety and security issues.
The “Research directions” section discusses some open research challenges. Finally, the
“Conclusion” section concludes the paper.

VANET overview
VANET characteristics

As a collection of interconnected vehicles, VANETs present some unique characteristics not seen in other types of MANETs (e.g., smartphone-based ad hoc networks).
First, deploying a VANET is usually expensive due to the fact that each VANET node
(i.e., a vehicle) must contain a rich set of sensors (e.g., LIDAR and proximity sensors)
as well as computation and communication resources (e.g., processors, memory, and
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communication antennas) to analyze and exchange information [4]. Moreover, VANETs
tend to primarily use short-distance communication (i.e., messages are typically sent
when vehicles are close to each other), relegating long-range signals to some special scenarios (e.g., when vehicles need to communicate with road-side units in less populated
areas). The life span of a VANET link is short as it is highly affected by the movement of
vehicles. As a consequence, the network topology tends to change often and thus impose
strict latency and bandwidth requirements for applications [7]. VANETs also have predictable mobility patterns as node movements are constrained by the road topology, and
node locations must be very precise as any vaguely estimated vehicle location can put
human lives in danger (e.g., by causing two vehicles to collide). Finally, VANETs have no
issues with respect to power constraints as vehicles have the ability to provide a continuous source of power via long life batteries [8]. These characteristics enable VANETs to be
used in a wide range of applications, including safe driving, improving passenger comfort
and enhancing traffic efficiency [9].
VANET architecture

Vehicles participating in a VANET are equipped with a set of wireless sensors and On
Board Units (OBUs). Those units allow wireless communication between the vehicles and
their environment. These devices make each vehicle to act as packet sender, receiver, and
router. It enables the vehicles to send and receive messages to other vehicles or Road Side
Units (RSUs) within their reach via wireless medium [10]. The RSU, normally fixed along
the road side, is equipped with one network device for DSRC (Dedicated Short Range
Communication) based on IEEE 802.11p radio technology [11] and can also be equipped
with other network devices for the purpose of communicating within the network infrastructure [4]. All vehicles move freely on the road network and mainly communicate within
each other or with RSUs, as can be seen in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Example of OBU and RSU at work. RSU work as information source and provides internet connectivity
to the OBUs
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Vehicles can communicate directly with each other using DSRC in a single or multihop way. The communication mode is either V2V (vehicle-to-vehicle), V2I (vehicle-toinfrastructure), or hybrid [12], as can be seen in Fig. 2. These vehicular communication
configurations rely heavily on the acquisition of accurate and up-to-date kinematic data
from both the vehicles and the surrounding environment with the aid of positioning
systems and intelligent wireless communication protocols.

Simulators
Deploying and testing VANETs involve high cost and intensive labor. As an alternative
solution, simulation is a useful and less expensive substitute prior to actual implementation. In order to achieve good results from VANET simulation, it is essential to generate
accurate models, which is a non-trivial task given the complexities of the VANET infrastructure (e.g., simulators need to model both mobility patterns and communication
protocols). In this section, we describe the main building blocks of current VANET
simulators, namely their mobility and network components.
Mobility simulators. A critical aspect in a simulation study of VANETs is the need
for a mobility model that closely reflects the real behavior of vehicles in traffic. Mobility
simulators are mainly used to generate the movement of vehicles pattern under a certain
trace. When dealing with vehicular mobility modeling, we distinguish between macromobility and micro-mobility descriptions [13]. For macro-mobility, simulators need to
consider all the macroscopic aspects that influence vehicular traffic: the road topology,
car movement constraints, speed limits, number of lanes, safety rules, and traffic signs
governing the crossing rules at intersections.
Micro-mobility, on the other hand, refers to the drivers’ individual behavior, when interacting with other drivers or with the road infrastructure: traveling speed in different
traffic conditions, acceleration, deceleration and overtaking criteria, behavior in the presence of road intersections and traffic signs, general driving attitude related to driver’s
age, gender, or mood. An ideal VANET simulation should consider both macro- and

Fig. 2 Communication types in VANET
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micro-mobility descriptions to be trustworthy. Examples of mobility simulators include
SUMO [14], VISSIM [15], SimMobility [16], PARAMICS [17], and CORSIM [18].
Network simulators. A network simulator is used to simulate the exchange of messages among connected nodes. In the case of a VANET, this usually includes vehicles
and RSUs and mostly involves wireless communications. Ideally, all components of the
communication system (e.g., the whole protocol stack) must be modeled, and eventually, the simulation also includes other relevant metrics (e.g., signal to noise ratio, packet
error rates) [19]. The network model describes both the network components and events.
Nodes, routers, switches, and links are examples of components. Events, on their turn,
can include data transmissions and packet errors.
For a given simulation scenario, the output from a network simulator usually includes
network level metrics, link metrics, and device metrics. Trace files also use to be available. Such files record each event that occurred in the simulation and can be processed
for further analyses. Most network simulators available are based on discrete-event simulation [5]. In this approach, a list of “pending events” is stored, and then processed in
order at each simulation step. Some events may trigger new ones. For example, the arrival
of a packet at a node may trigger the sending of a new packet. Examples of network simulators available (some of them widely used in VANETs) include OMNeT++ [20], OPNET
[21], JiST/SWANS [22], NS3 [23], and NS2 [24].

VANET simulators
VANET simulators are the combination of network and mobility simulators [5]. Network
simulators are responsible for modeling communication protocols and the exchange of
messages, while mobility simulators are in control of the movement of each node, i.e., its
mobility. In this section, we describe the main VANET simulators found in the literature,
focusing on both their architecture and functionalities. We based our search on popular research databases and search engines (IEEE Xplorer, ACM Digital Library, Science
Direct, Google Scholar, among others) and considered papers that propose a simulator
or a comparative study of VANET simulators. In addition, we also carefully checked their
citations. In total, we reviewed more than 100 papers during this process. We also used
Google Search Engine to find proprietary VANET simulators that are not necessarily used
by the academia.
Table 1 summarizes the simulators we found. Although most are open-source, we were
also able to find some proprietary simulators. We focus our analysis on simulators that
present a release after 2015 (highlighted with a gray background in Table 1). We consider
that outdated tools are probably discontinued and thus have a high probability of not
supporting the latest advances in VANET research, which is one of our analysis criteria in
this paper. We refer to [4, 5] for a detailed analysis of older simulators.
NetSim

NetSim is a commercial discrete event simulator covering a broad range of wired, wireless,
mobile, and sensor networks. The simulator offers three types of licences: pro, standard,
and academic, where only the first two provide support for VANET simulations. To simulate VANETs, Netsim interfaces with SUMO. The former handles the WAVE standard
for wireless communication between vehicles, while the latter takes care of modelling
road traffic conditions. NetSim provides a set of network performance metrics, link and
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Table 1 List of VANET simulators. The ones in gray (last release after 2015) are covered in detail in this
work
Last release

License

Network simulator

Mobility simulator

NetSim

Simulator

2021

proprietary

own

SUMO

Veins

2020

open-source

OMNeT++

SUMO

Eclipse MOSAIC1

2020

open-source

NS-3, OMNeT++,

SUMO and VISSIM

SND and Eclipse MOSAIC Cell
EstiNet

2020

proprietary

own

ezCar2X

2020

proprietary

NS-3

own
SUMO

VENTOS

2018

open-source

OMNeT++

SUMO

VANETsim

2017

open-source

own

own

GrooveNet

2013

open-source

NS-2

own
own

VNS

2012

open-source

NS-3, OMNet++

iTETRIS

2010

open-source

NS-3

SUMO

NCTUns

2010

proprietary

NS-2

own

CityMob

2009

open-source

NS-2

own

TraNS

2009

open-source

NS-2

SUMO

FreeSim

2008

open-source

NS-3

own

STRAW

2007

open-source

JiST/SWAN

own

VanetMobiSim

2007

open-source

NS-2

CanuMobiSim

application throughput plots. Metrics will vary depending upon the type of network simulated. Using packet trace and event trace, users can log details of each packet, as it flows in
the network. Figure 3 presents a simplified version of the NetSim architecture. Each type
of network corresponds to a component of the simulator with its respective communication protocols. Netsim provides a reasonable number of components and the possibility
to connect real hardware running live applications to the simulation.
Within Netsim VANET modules, one of them worth taking note is RF Propagation
Models. This module includes Path Loss, Shadowing Model, and Fading Model, which
are essential to predict the signal loss or signal encounters inside a building or densely

Fig. 3 Architecture of the NetSim platform
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populated areas over distance. This module assists in making the simulation more realistic, as in a real scenario VANET will most likely encounter many obstacles (e.g., buildings,
heavy traffic) for it signal communication. According to the architecture of Netsim, it
allows adding new components to fit the user’s needs and the appearance of new technologies. Technologies such as W-LAN, cognitive-radio, LTE, MANET, Military-radio,
IoT, VANET, Software-Defined Networking (SDN), and satellite communications have
been implemented on the simulator over the years. The SDN module, in particular, supports various networking commands to control simulation, routing, access control, etc.,
which can be executed on the controller command line during the simulation.
Veins

Veins [6] is an open source framework for running vehicular network simulations. It is
based on OMNeT++ and SUMO. Figure 4 shows the different modules that form the
Veins architecture. Overall, the simulator instantiates an OMNeT++ node for each vehicle
present in the simulation and then pairs node movements with movements of vehicles
in the road traffic simulator (i.e., SUMO). In this case, both the network and mobility
simulations can run in parallel. This is possible due to a bidirectional coupling achieved
by a standardized connection protocol, the Traffic Control Interface (TraCI) [26]. TraCI
enables OMNeT++ and SUMO to exchange messages (e.g., containing mobility traces)
while the simulation runs, as part of TCP connections [27].
The simulator includes many extensions (currently, more than 17 [28]) that allow modeling different protocol stacks (e.g., IEEE 802.11p [29], ETSI ITS-G5 [30]) as well as
applications (e.g., car platooning [31]). In summary, Veins is designed to serve as an
execution environment for user-written programs, which facilitates modeling new environments and applications. As a disadvantage, it needs both SUMO and OMNeT++ to
run correctly in order to obtain precise results. Any bug in one of those can cause Veins
to give unreliable results. Veins can run on Linux, Windows, and Mac OS.
Eclipse MOSAIC

Eclipse MOSAIC, formerly known as V2X Simulation Runtime Infrastructure (VSimRTI) [32], is an open-source, multi-scale and multi-domain simulation framework for the
assessment of new solutions for connected and automated mobility. Eclipse MOSAIC

Fig. 4 Architecture of the Veins platform. Adapted from [25]
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main objective is to provide users with the flexibility to perform various V2X simulations
with their own choice of simulators. To guarantee that, Eclipse MOSAIC couples different
simulators for a more realistic presentation of vehicle traffic, emissions, and wireless communication. Examples of simulators currently supported by Eclipse MOSAIC are SUMO
and PHABMACS for traffic simulation; NS3, OMNET++, and SNS for communication
simulation; and Eclipse MOSAIC Application for application simulation. Other simulators and analysis tools (especially those from third-parties) can also be easily integrated,
as can be seen in Fig. 5.
To integrate the simulators to Eclipse MOSAIC, there are three core elements needed
in the runtime infrastructure. The Federation Management is responsible to connect each
participating simulator with the runtime infrastructure. A federate consists of an original
simulator and two connectors, one to receive data from the runtime infrastructure and
the other one to send data to it. The Time Management is necessary for coordinating
the simulation and synchronizing participating federates. It assures that each federate
processes its events in correct order. The Interaction Management enables the exchange
of data among federates through a publish-subscribe paradigm.
According to the architecture of Eclipse MOSAIC, one of its unique features is the possibility to visualize data in several ways. The same scenario can be evaluated in different
visualization tools that can be connected to a running simulation. Some of these tools are
WebSocket Visualizer, Integrated Test and Evaluation Framework (ITEF), and PHABMap
(for 3D visualization).
EstiNet

EstiNet [34] is a commercial network simulator and emulator with high time fidelity.
EstiNet uses an innovative methodology, called kernel re-entering [35], to combine the
advantages of both the simulation and emulation approaches. Basically, the kernel reentering methodology uses tunnel network interfaces to automatically intercept the
packets exchanged by two real applications and redirect them into the EstiNet simulation
engine, as shown in Fig. 6.
VANET is an optional module add-on to EstiNet. To simulate vehicular traffic, EstiNet
supports a road-building function, in which a road network can be built from scratch or

Fig. 5 Architecture of the Eclipse MOSAIC framework. Adapted from [33]
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Fig. 6 Simulation architecture of EstiNet, host-to-host case. Adapted from [34]

by importing a roadmap file. EstiNet possess their own mobility simulator that allows for
basic vehicle and human driving behavior, such as car following, lane changing, overtaking, and compliance with traffic light signals. As for protocols, IEEE 802.11p, IEEE 1609.3,
and IEEE 1609.4 are supported by EstiNet.
EstiNet provides OBU and RSU abstractions in VANET simulation. To simulate OBUs,
EstiNet provides different OBU communication interfaces. Each communication interface represents a specific communication behavior, such as agent-based vehicles (IEEE
802.11p/1609) and module-based vehicles (IEEE 802.11p) [36]. This feature in EstiNet
allows for better vehicle driving intelligence implementation, as the user has more freedom to implement OBUs communication and behavior according to their needs. In
the case of RSU, EstiNet provides two specific communications protocol stacks: IEEE
802.11p/1609 and IEEE 802.3.
ezCar2X

ezCar2X [37] is a modular software framework for rapid prototyping of cooperative ITS
applications and novel communication protocols. Currently, ezCar2X simulator is proprietary, but planned to be made open-source in the near future [38]. It was created
for Car2X communication [39] with the objective of facilitating vehicle manufacturers,
suppliers, and road infrastructure operators to implement new applications and evaluate
them in a simulation environment. ezCar2X is implemented in C++ with specific optimizations for efficient use of system resources. It also includes SUMO, which can be
coupled with other simulators using its TraCI API [26].
ezCar2X architecture is based on the European Telecommunication Standards Institute
(ETSI) architecture for Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) stations [40], which defines
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Fig. 7 Architecture of the ezCar2X framework. Adapted from [37]

access, network, facility, management, and security layers, as can be seen in Fig. 7. Regarding ezCar2X modules, its Core module provides a logging system as well as an event
scheduler for asynchronous tasks and simple timeout realization. It also has modules to
Access and Network that support ITS-G5 and 3G/4G, GeoNetworking, and the Basic
Transport Protocol (BTP) according to ETSI standards. A security module provides an
implementation of a network security entity to sign and encrypt transmitted messages as
well as validate and decrypt received ones.
ezCar2X simulator can be executed on both Linux and Windows.
VENTOS

VENTOS [41] is an open-source simulator designed for analyzing vehicular network
applications (e.g., collaborative driving, automated cruise control, and platooning). Similar to Veins, it also uses SUMO and OMNET++ for mobility and network modeling,
respectively. However, unlike its counterparts, VENTOS has many prebuilt modules
that facilitate simulating complex application scenarios. For example, the simulator
offers implementations of traffic signal control (TSC) algorithms, as well as platoon
management operations (e.g., merge, split, entry and leave).
VENTOS has two special modules that simplify the process of generating traffic
demands at a microscopic level: addNode and trafficControl. The former allows users to
easily add both fixed and mobile nodes to the simulation, while the latter enables controlling vehicular traffic by changing its speed or specifying platooning maneuvers. Figure 8
shows VENTOS architecture. The simulator can be expanded to interact with real OBUs
and RSUs in a hardware-in-the loop (HIL) scenario [41]. In this case, each physical device
connected to the computer has a corresponding virtual node in the simulation, and any
action performed on the physical device is reflected on its alias and vice-versa.
The machine running VENTOS can be connected to the hardware device via an Ethernet port and communicate with it through SSH connections. The simulator requires
support for a small control program (responsible for managing data and control instructions) to be run on the device though, which may hinder its integration with some
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Fig. 8 Architecture of the VENTOS platform. Adapted from [42]

boards. Similar to Veins, VENTOS also depends on both SUMO and OMNeT++ working
smoothly to get correct results. The simulator can run on Linux, Windows, and Mac OS
based platforms.
VANETsim

VANETsim [43] is an event-driven simulator particularly designed to investigate security
and privacy issues in vehicular communications. It allows analyzing attacks and countermeasures from an application perspective, e.g., by creating an attack and measuring
its impact on different types of vehicles [44]. VANETsim architecture contains four main
components: a Graphical User Interface (GUI), the Scenario Creator, the Simulation Core,
and the Post Processing Engine, as can be seen in Fig. 9.
The GUI provides a graphical map editor that allows users to create and manipulate
road maps. Maps can be either created from scratch or imported from OpenStreetMap
[45]. It is possible to change imported maps and store them as XML files, which facilitates interoperability with other tools (e.g., TraNS [46], VanetMobiSim [47]). VANETsim
interface aims to be accessible for users, with features to interact with it on-the-fly (i.e.,
while the simulator is running). It can also indicate the transmission range of vehicles, a
functionality that can be activated on demand.
The Scenario Creator offers to users the ability to design a set of experiments and store
their configuration in XML files. This feature facilitates the reproducibility of experiments as configurations can be shared online. The Simulation Core carries out the actual
simulation. It coordinates the traffic map, network infrastructure, and all security and
privacy modules specified. Finally, the Post Processing Engine processes generated logs
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Fig. 9 Architecture of the VANETsim platform. Adapted from [43]

for exhibiting relevant events/metrics (e.g., showing compromised pseudonyms after an
attack).
VANETsim comes with a few predefined security and privacy modules, which implement concepts such as silent periods [48] and Mix Zones [49]. Vehicles navigate to
individually determined destinations routed by the A* algorithm [50], and communication among vehicles can contain two types of messages: beacons, which broadcast regular
information (e.g., position, speed), and special-purpose messages, transmitted whenever
a relevant event (e.g., an emergency vehicle approaching) occurs. VANETsim project was
closed in April of 2017. However, despite the tool not being updated anymore, the simulator site [51] still features its documentation, downloadable content, and a very easy
to follow guide about how to use the simulator. VANETsim is available for the Windows
operating system.

Support for novel technologies
The number of new technologies penetrating the VANET space has been growing fast
over the last years [52–54]. From autonomous vehicles (a.k.a. self-driving cars) to 5G, they
play a crucial role to improve bandwidth, latency, and reliability of VANET applications,
which enables their adoption in production environments. In this section, we analyze the
current support of VANET simulators for various technologies.
Table 2 summarizes our results.
Software-Defined Networking (SDN).
SDN is a suitable solution for dealing with dynamic network environments, especially
those with a large number of connected devices and heterogeneous applications [55].
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Table 2 Support for novel technologies in current VANET simulators
Technology
SDN

NetsSim

Veins

X

X

Edge computing
5G

EstiNet

exCar2X

VENTOS

VANETsim

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Self-driving cars
Unmanned aerial

Eclipse MOSAIC

X

X
X

X

X

vehicles (UAVs)

Interestingly, this is exactly the case for vehicular networks. SDNs are characterized by
a separation between control and data planes, and the existence of a logically centralized network controller that coordinates the whole network operation [56]. Recently,
researchers have focused on the integration of SDN and VANETs in the so called
Software-Defined Vehicular Networks, which have spawn many initiatives in the area and
made support for SDN in VANET simulators a must [57].
However, few simulators provide explicit support for SDN or are used in researches
involving SDN and VANETs. NetSim version 11 provides a module that supports SDN
and is OpenFlow compatible, thus making the use of such technology easy to be implemented with different types of network such as Internetworks, IoT, MANETs, VANETs,
and LTE. In the case of VANETs, the RU is equipped with an SDN controller. In [58], the
objective is to study the internal structure of network equipment models of the OmNET
++ modeling system, as well as create alternative models that take into account all the
features of various software-defined equipment implementations. In this paper, NetSim
is one of the simulators used to improve the simulation accuracy in terms of packet
processing delay parameters.
When considering the Veins simulator, there are more papers related to SDN, such as
[59–61]. In [59], SDN is used to provide a secure platform for VANET communication by
creating a framework minimizing storage load, communication load, and response time.
Veins is configured with OpenFlow [62] to support SDN controllers which interact with
RSUs to control the entire network. Differently, in [60], SDN is used to offer an energyefficient multicast routing protocol. In this case, Veins incorporate POX [63] to simulate
SDN controllers. The SDN controller assists in sending data from the source to the set
of target nodes in different locations. For example, when a vehicle exits the range from a
formed VANET and enters another one. In [61], Veins is once again combined with OpenFlow to obtain reliable and fast emergency message dissemination in low RSU density
areas.
Eclipse MOSAIC is a very powerful simulator used to model and assess new solutions
for Cooperative ITS Systems. It can integrate several simulators which are individually
used to model vehicular environment, communication environment, and social application environment. However, we could not find any significant research on SDN and
VANETs using this simulator.
EstiNet provides an OpenFlow module as an original part of the simulator [64]. With
this SDN module, a simulated OpenFlow-enabled Ethernet switch can support in-band
control plane or out-of-band control plane through which is controlled by a single or
multiple controllers. With EstiNet version 9, a VANET module was incorporated on the
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simulator. EstiNet provides a good potential to make realistic scenarios using SDN, as
presented in [65].
ezCar2x provides the key components needed to rapidly create prototype applications
for networking vehicles. Due to a lack of access to this commercial tool, it is more difficult
to identify if ezCar2x supports SDN technology. We also could not find papers using
ezCar2x to test SDN scenarios.
VENTOS has many practical applications, ranging from studying platoon management
[66] to studying security vulnerabilities of VANET-assisted cooperative driving; however,
there are no researches related to SDN that use the simulator. Nevertheless, VENTOS
should also be capable to use OpenFlow as OMNet++ supports [67].
VANETsim documentation does not present any information regarding SDN support. Besides, it carries all its components inbuilt, which makes it harder to extend the
simulator to support novel technologies [43].
Edge computing. Edge computing is one of the approaches for controlling the huge
volume of data being exchanged in VANETs. Existing solutions, such as cellular networks, RSUs, and mobile cloud computing, are far from perfect because these are highly
dependent on centralized architecture and bear the cost of additional infrastructure
deployment. Edge computing platforms, on the other hand, show the potential to replace
RSUs as they support services and applications using extensively distributed deployments
[68]. Edge computing is a topic that is being well explored in VANET research.
NetSim provides an IoT module, which has been used to simulate fog computing
applications [69], and a cellular network module [70]. Both modules could be used in a
edge computing scenario. It would enable the simulation of multi-access edge computing
(MEC), which applies cloud computing technology to provide an application deployment
platform closer to the end users. However, there are no public projects or researches that
use Netsim to further evaluate edge computing. On the same note, Eclipse MOSAIC and
EstiNet do not present significant contributions in this field.
Veins displays a number of researches on the topic [71–73]. Veins includes two-ray path
models [74], which are applied in [71] to test a vehicular edge computing architecture.
This paper uses vehicles as support infrastructure to form edge nodes to efficiently alleviate the bandwidth congestion by using both vehicles and road side units. In [72], edge
services are co-located with RSUs in order to augment contextual information in realtime. In other words, in order to improve the offloading efficiency, the authors propose
a new vehicle-to everything communication by adding a microcell in an RSU as an edge
server that communicates with a macrocell server before reaching a cloud data center. In
[73], the authors consider the task offloading among vehicles and propose a solution that
enables vehicles to learn the offloading delay performance of their neighboring vehicles
while offloading computation tasks. Veins uses an autonomous vehicular edge (AVE) [75]
framework to enable V2V and V2I offloading.
ezCar2X is used by a project called Car2MEC [76]. The project aims to improve
connectivity, especially for delay-sensitive traffic safety applications, by using local message distribution and processing based on MEC to improve communication latency for
short-range information exchange via cellular communication. In [77], a MEC-enabled
cooperative Collision AVoidance (CAV) is created to anticipate the detection and localization of road hazards by extending vehicles perception range beyond the capabilities of
their own sensors. The CAV service is a software application that runs on MEC servers
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allocated at the roadside and at mobile network infrastructures. The CAV service receives
ETSI ITS-G5 standard-compliant messages transmitted by vehicles: periodic cooperative
awareness messages, which include the position, velocity, and direction of the vehicle,
and event-triggered environmental notification messages, which include the position of
detected road hazards.
VENTOS main features focus on car-following models and dynamic traffic routing. As
such, edge can be applied to secure traffic monitoring [78]. In this case, while VENTOS is
used to create diverse road conditions, the centralized server (cloud) and the edge server
are simulated in separate workstations. Basically, the edge server is associated to a certain
region and is responsible to analyze traffic events (e.g., accident, congestion). With that
in mind, it is possible to use the edge to assist in platooning, as the edge layer collects
information about the platoon through beacon messages and observations from other
connected entities. This is the case in [79], where the edge server is connected to RSUs
and cellular Base Stations (BS) over broadband connections.
VANETsim focus on the implementation of security and privacy concepts, being mostly
oriented towards the performance study of communication protocols on vehicular networks. This characteristic makes it harder to simulate newer technologies, due to the
lack of detailed edge/network infrastructure implementation for application life cycle
management, or detailed mobility models for realistic urban scenarios [80].
5G. 5G is meant to deliver high bandwidth and ultra-low latency network connectivity by using millimeter waves [81]. Comparing with 4G, 5G offers greater coverage,
accessibility, and higher network density. Moreover, not only 5G presents a new access
technology, but it also aims to provide a unifying platform that leverages the existing
techniques offering a diverse set of services to customers. One of the services that would
benefit from 5G is vehicles communication. With the current vehicular communication
standards (IEEE802.11p) [82], there is no guarantee of service delivery in large-scale network deployments. With 5G, existing investments can be leveraged and its capabilities
extended to guarantee a better performance for vehicular communications. For example,
currently, 4G LTE [83] provides support for the integration of Wi-Fi and the unlicensed
spectrum. With 5G, the capability will be extended to include 3G, 4G, Wi-Fi, ZigBee, and
Bluetooth. This feature will enable vehicles and passengers to connect with the most suitable network to support the specific requirements of safety, non-safety, and infotainment
applications [81].
NetSim provides a whole library to simulate the 5G NR standard [84]. The library is
based on the 3GPP38 (3rd Generation Partnership Project) series [85] and enables the
simulation of different devices (e.g., user equipment and next generation base stations) as
well as protocol specifications (e.g., Packet Data Convergence Protocol, Radio Link Control). NetSim 5G library can also interface with the proprietary TCP/IP stack deployed in
the simulator and provide simulation capabilities for 5G across all layers of the network
stack. As an example on using NetSim to couple 5G and VANET simulations, the authors
in [86] combined both capabilities to analyze different routing protocols for cooperative
collision warning in underground mining scenarios.
Veins supports 5G through the INET framework [87]. The framework, which is an
open-source library for OMNeT++, provides models for the TCP/IP stack as well as the
3GPP standard via Simu5G (an extension of SimuLTE) [88]. The works of Chekired et al.
[89], Zhang et al. [90], and Huang et al. [91] provide good examples on how to couple
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5G, SDN, and edge computing simulations in Veins. Eclipse MOSAIC can also support
5G simulation through Simu5G, as the tool can include OMNeT++. As an example on
coupling Eclipse MOSAIC and 5G, the authors in [92] use VsimRTI (the predecessor of
Eclipse MOSAIC) to test their proposed routing algorithm in a 5G-VMesh network (i.e.,
a hybrid network combining the features of VANET, mesh and 5G infrastructures).
EstiNet supports 5G network simulation by integrating the 5G core network stack
deployed by the free5GC alliance [93]. The stack includes abstract modules to simulate
simplified Radio Access Network (RAN) attributes and User Equipment (UE) behaviors
[94]. The work of [95] claims that if VANET is made capable of relaying 5G, each car
could act as a mobile cell tower in a downtown area. EstiNet is then used to compare
their performance in urban dense regions that have better conditions like slow-moving
and densely packed vehicle traffic. ezCar2X, according to the official documentation [37],
only allows for 3G/4G connections with its access module.
5G technology can be implemented in VENTOS, however not to the same depth as in
Veins. The study [96] uses VENTOS to simulate 5G communication between the platooning to implement platoon maneuvers (e.g., merge, split, and lane change). 5G can be used
in VENTOS by applying Simu5G [97].
Self-driving cars. Autonomous vehicles (AVs) are defined as vehicles that have the
capability of sensing and navigating their environment without or with minimum human
input. However there are different levels of automation which classify autonomous vehicles. Currently, there are 6 levels of automation, with level 0 being no automation and level
5 being full automation. What lies in between those levels are different driving modes that
increasingly aim for full automation [98]. For example, level 1 consists of minor driver
assistance with a high degree of human input, while level 4, high automation, the driving system does most of the driving tasks with little human input. Regardless of the level
(excepting level 0), AVs can benefit VANET by improving network capacity, keeping traffic flow steady, and taking into account faster responses and more tightly spaced vehicles
[99]. In regard to adding AVs to VANET simulation, no significant change would have to
be done to emulate a self-driving car. All simulators are already capable of supporting AVs
to some capacity. The changes more relevant to properly accommodate AVS are related
to mobility simulators. In this case, the different levels of automation need to be taken
into consideration for the simulation vehicles to behave accordingly to each level. This
can be accomplished by applying different percentage of both conventional cars and full
automation AVs. Basically, the parameters of each vehicle need to considered different
longitudinal movement, acceleration, deceleration, and gap acceptance. The mobility simulator, however, needs to consider both macro and micro models to properly simulate AVs
behavior, something that can be accomplished in SUMO [99]. To be able to simulate AVs,
SUMO is modified to permit USARsim [100] to be integrated with its architecture. For
simplification, SUMO simulates the traffic while USARsim controls the robotic simulator
that is responsible for the autonomous driver agent. For further details, all modifications
and methodology are explained in [101]. With SUMO being able to accommodate AVs in
their mobility simulator, Veins, VENTOS Eclipse MOSAIC, and ezcar2X are able to support AVs experiments, as it can be seen in the works of [102–104] for Veins, [102, 104] for
VENTOS, [105] for Eclipse MOSAIC, and finally [106] for ezcar2X.
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), due to their ability to move in three dimensional space and reach high altitudes, present great flexibility
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in creating a networked environment. Due to their mobility, UAVs can be deployed as
mobile infrastructure elements to provide service to vehicles. For example, in vehicular communication scenarios, there can be some cases where direct multi-hop car-to-car
communications are not reliable at ground level, such as a rural area with lots of hills. The
possible solution for cases, like the one mentioned, would be to deploy the UAVs to forward the information related to car-to-car communication, acting as information relays
[107]. As UAVs can adjust their position dynamically if they want to offer the best signal
coverage to ground vehicles, this technology could greatly benefit VANETs.
Simulators usually deal with a 2D approach [2]. Yet, with technologies such as UAVs,
it is important to consider the effects of a three-dimensional scenario and how it could
improve VANET simulation. However, in order to achieve so, the simulation framework
has to be extended. Generating 3D road networks and providing an extension to 3D network simulation would be the basic requirements to simulate three-dimensional vehicular
networks [108]. Veins, while not presenting any current module for 3D support, is able to
create 3D scenarios with the inclusion of Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) [109], threedimensional antenna patterns , and environmental diffraction [108]. In addition, [107]
presents a 3D mobility model algorithm as a module for Veins, specifically allowing UAV
communications in a 3D environment. Fundamentally, UAV movement is computed in
OMNeT++, while the signal strength is affected by the elevation obtained from DEM. As
for signal blockage, Veins utilize a path loss model from the Two-Ray Interference module.
NetSim can be used to simulate unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) communication [110].
It allows co-simulation of UAV flight dynamics and UAV-BS network communication.
Basically, it involves interfacing NetSim and UAV toolbox of MATLAB [111]. For each
drone/UE in NetSim, an UAV is instantiated in MATLAB. MATLAB then calculates the
flight path and passes the mobility information to NetSim. However, while VANET is not
directly correlated to UAV communication, NetSim provides the source-code for user
modification, which could be used to future experimentation in VANET cases.
Both Netsim and Eclipse MOSAIC, despite having useful elements that seem promising
for combining UAV communication with VANET, present a lack of research in this area.
Although Netsim is capable of simulating VANET and co-simulating UAV, no research
combining both elements using this simulator was found. Eclipse MOSAIC, in contrast,
has a 3D visualization tool. This tool is based on the PHABMACS vehicle simulator and
uses the same 3D engine and models to visualize vehicle movements and various events
which occur during the simulation. Due to the main characteristic of Eclipse MOSAIC
that enables combining simulators, future works for visualization of 3D UAVs with Veins
and Eclipse MOSAIC are a possibility. However, Eclipse MOSAIC does not possess any
module to test UAVs experiments, and no further studies about the use of UAVs in Eclipse
MOSAIC were found.
We could not find any module or extendable framework to support 3D environments
in VANETsim, VENTOS, EtiNet, and ezCar2X.

Safety, security, and privacy functionalities
As important as modeling novel technologies, VANET simulators need to provide support for testing safety, security, and privacy issues (and associated countermeasures) in
vehicular networks. In this section, we analyze which functionalities they provide for
reaching each of these goals.
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Safety

One of the main motivations behind VANET development is to improve road safety.
As a result, significant effort has been made to create high-performance applications
that utilize connected vehicles to exchange safety messages (e.g., collision avoidance and
hazardous spot detection) [112, 113]. At the same time, VANETs themselves have to
meet stringent reliability requirements to properly deliver their critical services, which
demands fault tolerance techniques (e.g., heartbeats, information redundancy) to be
applied [114]. In this section, we start by analyzing the support of current VANET simulators for testing road safety applications as well as VANET safety techniques. We base
our discussion on the reviews provided by [115–117], although their focus is on VANET
safety and reliability issues in general, not on the simulator themselves.
Road traffic safety. VANETs can increase road safety by sharing information about
both vehicles (e.g., position, speed and direction) and traffic conditions (e.g., accidents,
jams, aquaplaning) as beacons. Safety messages, in this case, are the key information to
avoid accidents. However, collisions can occur when safety messages and transmission of
packets are improperly broadcast from multiple vehicles. The study of [118] deals with the
exact issue as it proposes a Novel Segment based on safety message broadcasting in Cluster (NSSC). Basically, the VANET simulator incorporates three successive processes that
are cluster formation, collision avoidance, and safety message broadcasting. The latter
focus on mitigating broadcast storms, so safety messages are not lost. On a different note
about safety, [119] considered that context awareness in vehicular re-routing is essential, since drivers can have different preferences when choosing their routes. Safety is
one of the parameters that is considered (e.g., route passes through a good neighborhood
have the less street bump). In this work, the simulator is used to create a realistic traffic mobility and to implement a non-deterministic multi-objective re-routing approach
to reduce public safety risks. Lastly, the study [120] proposes an effective delay-aware
packet forwarding (DAPF) for safe and efficient driving in vehicular networks. In this
work, the VANET simulator is used to provide a more realistic environment compared to
the mathematical analysis.
VANET safety. VANETs themselves are susceptible to failures which is particularly
dangerous for critical applications. As a consequence, ensuring VANETs can operate
safely is of utmost importance for their widespread adoption. According to Dharmaraja
et al. [116], the reliability of a VANET depends on how reliable are both its end nodes
(OBUs, RSUs, etc.) and communication channels. Nodes can fail due to a broad range of
reasons, both at hardware and software levels. Hardware faults can include power outages, damaged sensors, and/or malfunctioning antennas, while software faults typically
include protocol, firmware, and operating system bugs [121].
Usually, node failures manifest as silent entities, either permanently or in transient/intermittent intervals depending on the fault type. For example, a system crash may
stop the node from working permanently, while a malformed packet will simply forbid it
from properly communicating the associated message. VANET nodes are also subject to
Byzantine faults, in which a node forwards correct but misleading (e.g., false) information
to a peer [122].
Similar to nodes, links are also subject to different types of faults in VANETs. According to Albano et al. [117], two of the most common types of link faults are interference
and signal attenuation. The former frequently results from congestion and/or ground
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reflection [123], while the latter is typically a consequence of buildings close to the road
or vehicles moving away (e.g., exiting a freeway) [124].
Table 3 summarizes the current support of VANET simulators to different types of
faults. As can be seen, VANETsim does not provide any feature for simulating faults,
though some functionalities (e.g., silent periods) could be adapted to model limited types
of node and link failures [43]. Unfortunately, that may require generating a large amount
of code, as the simulator was not designed to support generic applications. NetSim
possesses an RF Propagation module which includes path loss, shadowing, and fading
models [69]. Together, these models enable the simulation of a rich set of interference and
attenuation link faults.
Veins is able to simulate Byzantine faults through its Framework for Misbehavior Detection (F2MD) [125]. This framework provides a solution for simulating malfunctioning
nodes that produce erroneous information (e.g., inaccurate position, velocity, and acceleration for vehicles), as well as misbehavior detection algorithms (e.g., based on local
plausibility checks) [126]. The simulator also carries two modules, Obstacle Shadowing
[127], and Vehicle Obstacle Shadowing [128], which can capture the effect of buildings and vehicles, respectively, on the quality of data transmissions. Together with the
Two-Ray Interference module [129], which simulates signal interference due to ground
reflection, these modules can be used to induce link failures in a simulation.
There is no current support for fault injection in Eclipse MOSAIC. The closest it gets, to
test similar fault tolerance scenarios, is through the application simulator. The application
simulator in Eclipse MOSAIC provides the capability to model the application logic for
different simulation units (e.g., vehicles, Road Side Units (RSUs), traffic lights, and others),
as well as possible interaction attempts between the units via different communication
links [33].
EstiNet does not have any apparent support for fault injection or any modules that can
be used to facilitate testing of fault tolerance. It is worth noting that EstiNet does allow for
different settings and definition of vehicle driving behavior [64]. The user could indirectly
cause a car accident to test the safety mechanisms of VANET. This is possible in EstiNet,
since the user can implement a car profile method, which enables each vehicle to possess
an unique driving behavior.
ezCar2X has a Bus module that supports basic serial interfaces (RS232, USB) and controller area networks [37]. It is mostly used to integrate sensors and actuators within a
vehicle or along the road. However, an additional abstraction layer is provided by the
Sensor module to enable reuse of algorithms based on sensor input across different equipment types. The library provides several basic types, such as position, speed, acceleration,
and object detection (radar or laser scanner). Furthermore, self-description of a specific
sensor adaptation provides properties, like accuracy, that vary among different devices of
the same category. However, there is no publication indicating this feature can be used to
inject faults in OBUs.
VENTOS enables the detection of bad behavior in small and specific scenarios by implementing extensions such as another programming language [79] or software environment
[130]. In [131], time series analysis and misbehavior detection schemes are implemented
in Python [131] and integrated with VENTOS. [130] uses VENTOS to collect the speed
value observations (e.g., exchanged beacon messages), while those observations are analyzed with R [132] separately. By analyzing the data, it is possible to detect abnormal
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behavior. In both cases, the simulation scenario is based on platooning and the misbehavior detection is based on the input of vehicle’s speed acceleration. Lastly, VENTOS,
although not possessing any modules for transmission interference, does possess the ability to change the Transmission Power and Data Rate of each V2V or V2I communication
[25]. Basically, while having more limited options, such as not being able to create obstacles to interfere with the transmission, it is still possible to variate the transmission range
to create faulty links communication.
Fault tolerance. Although many fault tolerance mechanisms have been proposed for
VANETs, almost none of them were implemented on top of the simulators studied in this
paper (an exception is the work at [133]). Moreover, we were not able to find enough
information about the support for fault tolerance on the simulators’ documentation. For
this reason, we avoid making a detailed assessment on the support of each simulator for
fault tolerance techniques, and leave that as a future work. We refer the interested reader
to the work of Almeida et al. [115] for more information about fault tolerance in VANETs
and how these mechanisms are evaluated.
Security and privacy

VANET security greatly depends on the security of the exchanged messages (i.e., the delivery of messages should be secure and fast). In this sense, the exchanged messages must
be not modified or captured by any malicious party. Although the use of simulators alone
cannot solve any of these issues, they could be used to further explore security concerns
in order to find possible solutions without putting any human life at risk.
Table 4 shows diverse security mechanism and their relation to the studied VANET
simulators. The table is organized as follows: it establishes what security service these
mechanisms belong to, and whether VANET simulators have the means to include them
in their simulation. We base our discussion on the works in [12, 134, 135], which report
general security and privacy issues in VANETs.
Confidentiality. Responsible for preventing data from being accessed by unauthorized
nodes, confidentiality is essential to VANETs as it determines a set of rules or a promise
that limits access to classified information [12]. Support for confidentiality services vary
according to the simulator. NetSim, being a commercial simulator, does not disclose the
details of its cryptographic support. However, it allows Key Management Scheme based
on symmetric and asymmetric encryption to be used on its simulations, as seen in the
work [136]. Veins, VENTOS, and Eclipse MOSAIC do not provide confidentiality mechanisms by default, but allow their usage by means of importing cryptographic libraries (e.g.,
Crypto++ [137]) to their network simulator, OMNeT++. ezCar2X has a security module
[37] that provides implementation of a network security entity for signing and encrypting
messages to transmit, as well as validating and decrypting received messages. Although
VANETsim aims at providing easy support for testing novel security and privacy mechanisms, no real encryption of messages is performed (or supported). Instead, each message
contains a boolean attribute that indicates whether it is “encrypted” or not. VANETsim
assumes that adversaries cannot break the “employed” cryptographic primitives [43].
Integrity. Ensures that the data exchanged in a VANET is not altered by unauthorized
third parties. This service is usually associated to mechanisms such as message authentication codes and digital signatures, which prevent attacks such as message tampering,
forgery or replay. Similarly to confidentiality, Veins, VENTOS, and Eclipse MOSAIC do
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not have native support for integrity services, but allow them to be included as third-party
libraries. ezCar2X security module also allows the management of available certificates
and regular pseudonym updates. VANETsim, on its turn, adopts the concept of detecting
false data in VANETs by identifying its associated malicious actor (e.g., an inside attacker)
through an intrusion detection system (IDS). In this case, the IDS monitors application
layer data (e.g., position and time) to perform a context verification. VANETsim offers a
general-purpose IDS module that can be configured with different rule sets depending on
the particular application [43].
Availability. Availability in VANETS should be assured both in the communication
channel and in participating nodes. Although being an important security attribute, it is
one of the lessen researched topics [138], as the solutions for it often falls into the fault tolerance field. It is possible to implement some security mechanism to test, to some extent,
availability issues on VANET. In the case of implementing a watchdog on the ad hoc network, it is made possible for Veins, VENTOS ,and Eclipse MOSAIC by incorporating this
mechanism on the Network simulator [139, 140]. Basically, this watchdog defines one set
of nodes as monitor nodes. Those nodes then check they neighborhood nodes. Redundancy is also a mechanism that can be implemented in different ways, such as equipment
redundancy , for instance by adding more sensors to OBUs. Redundancy can also be used
in other security mechanisms, as it can reduce attacker influence, since fewer redundant
copies of attacker-influenced information will be received [141]. EstiNet allows the users
to modify their OBUs when creating their communication behavior [64], which also consists of changing the number of sensors in each OBU. As another example, redundancy
can be used in implementing new protocols for VANET, such as the work of Achour [142]
where a novel density based dissemination protocol called “Redundancy Based Protocol RBP” is created. Considering how redundancy would affect the simulations, Veins, VENTOS, and Eclipse MOSAIC would be ideal to test protocols that use redundancy, as it just
needs to be implemented in the network simulator.
Authentication. In addition to message/data authentication (which is closely related
to integrity), VANETs also require authentication of origin to be provided. Authentication mechanisms must be designed to protect VANET nodes from impersonation attacks.
ID-Based cryptography is one of the main mechanisms to solve authentication issues
[135]. The main idea is to use any known information which represent the identity of the
user for the purpose of verifying the digital signature. This public information could be
email address, network address, user name, or any combination of these identities. When
considering simulators, Veins is the only one that supports such mechanism [143]. The
main advantage of using the ID-Based cryptosystem is that it uses pseudonym generation, which can be changed as required for security purposes. ID-based techniques could
be an efficient replacement for the PKI technique in VANET environments, since it is not
required to store, fetch, and verify the public key certificates of some road safety scenarios
by a trusted third party.
Non-repudiation. The main goal of non-repudiation is to forbid an entity (e.g., a
car) from being able to deny an action. Non-repudiation of Origin (NRO) and Nonrepudiation of Receipt (NRR) are the most common examples in computer networks,
yet both services are different by nature and so are their implementing mechanisms in
VANETs. While NRR has not been extensively explored in VANETs, NRO is traditionally
implemented in VANETs using digital signatures [144]. In the case of each simulator, the
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network simulation, OMNET++, VANETsim, NetSim, EstiNet, and ezCar2X inbuilt network simulators [37, 43, 64, 69], respectively, would be the ones responsible with ensuring
digital signature. In the case of OMNET++, it is possible to deal with digital signatures and
even modify them to better satisfy VANET characteristics [145]. Non-repudiation is also
needed for the sender in V2V warnings and beacons. In this way, if a vehicle sends some
malicious data, there will be a proof that could be employed for liability purposes [144]. In
this case, it is confirmed that Veins [146], VENTOS [147], and VANETsim [148] at least
guarantee non-repudiation of origin, so wrong warning messages can be undoubtedly
linked to the sending node.
Privacy. Privacy is one of the most important requirements for VANET security [135].
Malicious attacks to security do not only aim to potentially cause harm to the traffic, but
also to obtain personal information about the user. It is responsible for hiding the identity
of the user against unauthorized nodes using temporary and anonymous keys. Other than
personal data, privacy should also guarantee location privacy, so no attacker can track the
trajectory of any node.
Veins, on the other hand, has a privacy extension (PREXT [149]) which comes equipped
with a diverse set of predefined privacy schemes (e.g., periodical pseudonym change,
PeriodicalPC, cooperative pseudonym change based on the number of neighbors, CPN
[150], and context aware privacy scheme - CAPS [151]). PREXT supports simulating an
adversary who aims at tracking vehicles by eavesdropping beacon messages. Although
PREXT does not represent a significant overhead for simulations involving low vehicle
densities, simulations can be up to 30% slower when the module is active depending
on the adopted privacy scheme. VANETsim implements a number of privacy concepts for VANETs, including MixZones [49], SilentPeriods [48, 152], SLOW [153], and
ProMix [154], which provide unlinkable pseudonym switchover via radio silence and/or
encryption. It can also be used to simulate attacks against these concepts through the
addition of new adversary modules [43]. The remaining studied simulators, VENTOS,
NetSim, Eclipse MOSAIC, EstiNet, and ezCar2X, do not currently support any privacy service [41] or due to their commercial nature, makes it difficult to investigate
further.

Research directions
Although current VANET simulators have a great number of functionalities, we were able
to identify important issues with respect to their support for novel technologies, as well as
safety and security mechanisms. Solving these issues turns out to be interesting research
directions that we believe could be explored by the community to develop better VANET
simulation tools. In this section, we describe some of these issues.
Implementation of security standards. Over the last years, there has been a considerable amount of effort to develop security standards for intelligent transportation
systems, and in particular VANETs. As a result, we currently have two major standards:
IEEE 1609.2 [155] (USA) and ETSI ITS Security Standards [156–161] (Europe). Although
Veins and VENTOS support implementing parts of the proposed standards (e.g., the
recommended cryptographic algorithms) using library extensions, none of the VANET
simulators we found is currently compliant to them. Ultimately, this forbids researchers
and practitioners from comparing their novel security proposals with the status quo. We
believe that extending the current simulators to support the proposed security standards
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is not a trivial task and will require certain systems and programming research to produce
correct and efficient artefacts.
Systematic fault injection. Fault injection consists in the observation of the system
behavior in response of deliberately introduced faults [162]. It is adopted to perform either
robustness testing or dependability evaluation. It allows testing the fault coverage of fault
tolerance strategies implemented in a system. It also can determine the possible ways a
system fails in presence of rare or unexpected faults (e.g., transient and permanent faults,
arbitrary faults, hardware faults, and data faults) [163]. It is generally applied during the
development of a system. However, each system relies in its own ad hoc injection solution and no general tools for fault injection on VANET has been proposed to date. An
appropriate fault injection tool could be used to verify and validate VANET operation in
the presence of possible faults without having to wait for those faults to occur in a real
scenario. This could lead to more reliable systems and also to dependability benchmarks
that could be used to compare the safety of different solutions [164].
Real-time simulations. The coupling of real-time systems with non-real-time eventbased simulation in the so called Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) scenario brings new
challenges. In particular, current simulators cannot meet performance constraints of
hardware prototypes when simulating a whole network with many vehicles, mainly due
to resource limitations [165]. Some workarounds, such as the Ego Vehicle Interface (EVI)
[166], have been proposed in order to reduce the complexity of the simulation and thus
making it run faster. However, these workarounds usually do not take into account the
extra performance overhead resulting from the simulation of security mechanisms such
as cryptographic procedures [167, 168], which can negatively impact the behavior of
real VANET components. Investigating the coupling of VANET simulators and hardware
devices in the presence of security primitives is an interesting research direction.
Model inaccuracies. The quality of a VANET simulation strongly depends on the accuracy of the underlying models. Noticeably, the degree of realism has increased over the
last years, and some simulators now include modules that incorporate signal attenuation, different antenna patterns, and environmental diffraction. Nevertheless, the advent
of novel (computation and communication) technologies, and their increasing adoption
in vehicular networks, poses a constant challenge to produce accurate simulations. For
example, 5G networks are more susceptible to weather conditions than its predecessors,
edge computing requires more processing capacity on end hosts, and unmanned aerial
vehicles heavily rely on 3D scenarios for moving and interacting with other nodes. In this
sense, extending current VANET simulators to encompass these new conditions could be
an important feature for current and future simulators.
Automated testing. As Table 1 shows, the number of simulators currently maintained
(or recently proposed) is small compared to the overall number of VANET simulators, and
this is actually a trend we observed in our investigations (i.e., new functionalities tend to
be added as extensions to current open-source simulators rather than triggering the creation of a new one). That makes sense from the perspective in which current simulators
(e.g., Veins) offer a plethora of basic functionalities (e.g., different communication standards and routing protocols) that can be easily used off-the-shelf by new modules, but at
the same time brings new challenges in terms of program performance and engineering.
For example, it becomes harder to cope with development bugs such as the ones reported
in [169] and [170], when one needs to run and test a larger code base. In this sense,
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developing automated context-driven testing tools for VANET simulators is an interesting research direction that can help developers to debug and deploy new functionalities
faster.

Conclusion
The increasing popularity and attention to VANETs has prompted researchers to develop
accurate and realistic simulation tools. In this work, we extensively studied the current
state of VANET simulators, specially from the perspective of their support for novel technologies as well as safety and security mechanisms. When comparing the simulators,
Veins seems to be the one with best support for these features at the moment of writing
this paper. Finally, we also identified a number of challenges that should be addressed in
order to improve the quality of VANET simulations.
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